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Introduction

This paper continues a previous study �Lyubushin�
����� and is devoted to questions of multidimensional
processing of time series in geophysical monitoring sys�
tems� The principle application of the proposed algo�
rithms is low�frequency monitoring systems with oper�
ating periods ranging from several minutes and higher
up to several hundreds of hours� 	The upper bound
of the period depends on the duration of observation�

Appropriate systems include earthquake prediction and
control over large engineering structures and the eco�
logical environment� The main di�culty in time series
processing of low�frequency monitoring is an absence or
extreme broadening of the �event� i�e� a sharp change
of amplitude and frequency composition of a recorded
signal� For an example of di�erent ranked seismic nets
the principle purpose of observation and data process�
ing is discrimination and classi�cation of seismic events�
The time series obtained from low�frequency systems
	for example a strainmeter net or the net of spaced
boreholes with synchronous logging of underground wa�
ter levels
 are characterized by a broadband power spec�
trum increasing with decreasing frequency � by the law
���  � � ��� � ��� and having no speci�c features
except for possible monochromatic components corre�
sponding to diurnal and half diurnal harmonics of the
tidal deformations of the crust and to temperature vari�
ations 	the diurnal temperature changes can generate
a �comb� of harmonics with the frequencies of n���
hours�� n � �� �� �� � � �
�
Such a �gray� behavior of the recorded signal leads

to a loss of signi�cance for measurements of only one
type low�frequency background processes in one obser�
vation point for solution of many geophysical problems
	e�g� earthquake prediction
� The situation reverses
if the number of observation points increases or the
number of measured values increases since in these
cases it is possible to use cross spectral instead of two
one�dimensional analysis and for more than observa�
tion points to use spectral matrix analysis of multidi�
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mensional series� Similar analysis allows discrimina�
tion of the new 	compared with the conventional bay�
like anomalies in seismic regions
 signal� enhancement
of synchronous or collective behavior either by spacing
transducers of the monitoring system or by measuring
physically di�erent processes at one site within the fre�
quency bands and time intervals in which such synchro�
nization is observed�
Lyubushin ������ proposed to use the principle com�

ponent method in the frequency domain �Brillindjer�
����� for discrimination of the synchronizing e�ect�
From the computational point of view this method
estimates the largest eigenvalue ��	�
 of the spectral
matrix S	�
� This eigenvalue is the power spectrum
of the �rst principle component of an initially mul�
tidimensional series i�e� some scalar time series that
can be obtained by linear �ltration of the initial series
and that contains maximal information on simultane�
ous 	synchronous
 behavior of the linear combination of
scalar components of the initial Gaussian vector series
�Brillindjer� ������ An increase in the value of ��	�

in de�nite frequency bands implies increasingly syn�
chronous behavior of the harmonic constituents from
these bands for all scalar components of the initial vec�
tor series�
If now the greatest eigenvalue ��	�
 of the spec�

tral matrix S	�
 is estimated in a sliding time win�
dow with readings of �xed length L rather than over
all sampling then we obtain two�parameter dependence
��	�� �
 where � is the window time coordinate for ex�
ample the time corresponding to the right�hand termi�
nation of the window� The dependence ��	�� �
 can be
represented in the form of level curves or spatial sur�
faces and the jumps in �� values will be in line with
the time intervals � and frequency bands in which the
synchronous behavior of the scalar components of the
initial multidimensional time series is most pronounced�
It is this procedure that was proposed and programmed
in the work by Lyubushin ������ where in addition the
estimation of the matrix S	�
 was conducted by non�
parametric methods using frequency�averaged multidi�
mensional periodograms� Thus the method proposed by
Lyubushin ������ is conceptually an extension of com�
mon one�dimensional time spectral analysis 	STA
 to
the multidimensional case�

���
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One of the features of low�frequency geophysical mon�
itoring systems is the physical nonuniformity of time
series obtained from the same or various measurement
points� For example the underground water level is
measured in one place the strains in another place and
the seismoacoustic emission intensity in a third place�
The constraints are frequently simultaneous one�point
measurements of several physically unlike quantities of
di�erent dimensions and variation ranges� Despite their
nonuniformity and scale di�erences they are integrated
into a general data set since all measurements are
conducted simultaneously and re�ect at least in some
measure the processes occurring in the Earth�s crust�
Therefore of interest for very di�erent types of moni�
toring problems is the detection of the collective behav�
ior of experimental results for various geophysical �elds
within the limitations of the frequency bands and time
intervals where this behavior is observed� However in
doing so we need to circumvent the in�uence of scale
di�erences of the scalar components of the initial vector
time series� Furthermore since evaluation of the spec�
tral matrix S	�
 is made in the sliding time window i�e�
over comparatively short samples eliminating the dom�
inant e�ects of the low frequencies makes discretization
appropriate before estimation of S	�
 in each window
To remove the e�ects of multiplexing each scalar com�
ponent of the vector series should be normed by the unit
sampling dispersion �Lyubushin� ������ These prelimi�
nary procedures realize spectral matrix normalization
of a sort in each time window and enable physically
nonuniform information to be processed�
In this paper I brie�y describe the parametric real�

ization of the estimation algorithm ��	�� �
 argue for
the use of estimates of ��	�� �
 in cases when there are
no distinct jumps in the values of the �rst eigenvalue
and give examples of real data processing�

Parametric Estimate of ����� ��

LetX	t
 � 	X�	t
� � � � � Xm	t


T� t � �� � � � � L be sam�

pling of an initially multidimensional time series in any
window with the length of L readings 	for the sake of
de�niteness the �rst window is assumed
� Here m is
the dimension of the column vector X	t
 t is discrete
time 	numbering of the sequential readings
 and T de�
notes transposition� For brevity we sometimes drop the
argument � specifying the time window�
Converting to a series of di�erences 	increments


x	t
 � X	t � �
�X	t
� t � �� � � � � L� � 	�


for each component xi	t
� i � �� � � � �m we calculate

sampling estimates of the mean si and dispersion �i in
the moving window

si �
L��X

t��

xi	t
�	L � �


	�


��i �
L��X

t��

	xi	t
 � si

��	L � �


and norm each component by unit dispersion

xi	t
 �� 	xi	t
� si
��i� i � �� � � � �m 	�


Further we need to construct an estimate of the spec�
tral matrix S	�
� Experience shows that the nonpara�
metric estimate used by Lyubushin ������ 	through the
Fourier transformwith respect to samplings in each win�
dow and frequency averaging of multidimensional peri�
odograms
 at small values of L has insu�cient frequency
resolution� Therefore we prefer below the parametric
estimate with the use of the multidimensional autore�
gressive model �Marple� �����

x	t
 �

pX

k��

Akx	t� k
 �
�
	 	t
 	�


where p � � is the order of the autoregression Ak� k �
�� � � � � p� 	mxm
 are the autoregressive coe�cient ma�

trices and
�
	 	t
 is the m dimensional series of identi�

�cation residuals which is assumed to be the sequence
of independent Gaussian vectors with zero mean and
covariation matrix P�
To determine the matrices P and Ak� k � �� � � � � p

we apply the multidimensional Darbin�Levinson proce�
dure requiring preliminary estimates of the covariance
	mxm
 matrices

R	k
 � hx	t� k
xH 	t
i� k � �� �� � � � � p

where h� � �i is the time�averaging symbol and H is the
Hermitian conjugate superscript �Marple� ������
Having determined the matrices P and Ak� k �

�� � � � � p we estimate the complex spectral matrix S	�

from the formula

S	�
 � F��	�
PF�H	�
 	�


where the complex matrices F 	�
 are given by the ex�
pression

F 	�
 � I�

pX

k��

Ak exp	�i�k
 	�


where i is the imaginary number I is the unit 	mxm

matrix and � is frequency�
Since the matrix S	�
 is Hermitian and positive semi�

de�nite its eigenvalues are real and nonnegative� Let
us introduce the notation
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� � �m	�
 � � � � � ��	�
 � ��	�
 	�


for eigenvalues of the matrix S	�
 ordered in decreasing
order i�e� �� and �m denote the maximum and mini�
mum eigenvalues respectively�
The objects of further study in the proposed approach

are frequency�dependent functions �i	�
 computed in
sequential time windows of length L readings taken with
a mutual shift �L 	� � �L � L
 �Lyubushin� ������
Let �t be a sampling interval of the monitoring sys�

tem� We choose the coordinate of the right window
termination as the parameter �

� � �� ��t	L� � � 	j � �
�L
 	�


where j � �� �� � � � is the number of the time window
and �� is the start of observations� Such a choice of
parameter � is directed toward using values of �i	�� �

for predictions� if an anomaly appears in their behavior
then it precedes the time marker ��
The range of the change in frequency � in 	�
 is dic�

tated by the selection of values �t and L

�
�		L � �
�t
 � � � 
��t 	�


From the set of the functions 	�
 we can combine
di�erent statistics that are of interest for monitoring
problems� For example with the exception of the �rst
eigenvalue ��	�
 it may be of interest to consider the
smallest eigenvalue �m	�
 and the ratio

�	�
 � ��	�
�	��	�
 � � � �� �m	�

� � � �	�
 � �

which is a measure of the information content of the
�rst principle component� However we focus below on
the quantity ��	�
 only since it is easier to interpret
changes in its value than changes in one of the other
eigenvalues or their combinations�

Analysis of the Dependencies ����� ��

An increase in the value of ��	�� �
 i�e� the synchro�
nization of the changes in di�erent components of the
vector series X	t
 may be caused by the following situ�
ations� 	�
 the presence of an external noise source with
a spatial correlation range which a�ects all the measure�
ment points� 	�
 consolidation of the crustal material in
the area covered by the monitoring net� and 	�
 post�
seismic variations of geophysical �elds after large earth�
quakes 	in seismically active regions
�
Reason � can be eliminated using multidimensional

compensation of noise allowing for measurement at
each monitoring point �Lyubushin� ����� Lyubushin and

Latynina� ������ The natural variation in atmospheric

pressure is the main source of broadband strongly spa�
tially correlated noise� Application of adaptive pro�
cedures for compensation of the barometric variations
enabled them to be interpreted not only as noise but
also as a unique sounding signal in the low�frequency
range a signal having a response function whose evolu�
tion can be used for estimating a change in the upper
crustal state� The works by Lyubushin and Malugin

������ and Lyubushin et al� ������ give a visual repre�
sentation of the evolution of the amplitude frequency
transfer function from atmospheric pressure variations
to both crustal deformations and underground water
level in the water�saturated horizons of the aseismic re�
gions 	Obninsk and Moscow region
� This enabled a
number of nontrivial e�ects to be found in particular
the quasi�periodic evolutionary regime of the response
function for linear deformations 	with a period of about
��� months
 �Lyubushin et al�� ����� and weakening of
the upper crustal layers under high�frequency baromet�
ric variations 	with periods of T � �� hours
 �Lyubushin
and Malugin� ������
Another contribution to the external noise sources

described in reason � above may be narrowband tidal
deformations of the crust with �correlation radius�
equal to the Earth�s diameter� To remove this contri�
bution the following procedure is recommended� Af�
ter rewriting as a discrete series harmonics of the two
bands where tidal action is concentrated ����� �����
and ����� ����� hours�� are eliminated from both the
studied signal and noise using narrowband frequency �l�
tration and only then is further processing performed�
The process of rejecting narrowband tidal noise sup�
presses information in these bands but the use of para�
metric methods 	with comparatively small numbers of
parameters
 in estimating the spectral matrices and re�
sponse functions permits estimates to be interpolated
from adjacent frequency ranges to the rejected bands
�Lyubushin� ����� Lyubushin and Malugin� ����� Lyubu�
shin et al�� ������
From the geophysical point of view the most interest�

ing signal is the synchronization of signals at di�erent
monitoring points due to consolidation of small blocks
of the crust and a corresponding increase in cohesive
forces at their boundaries 	reason �
� This re�ects the
internal dynamics of geological structures �Lyubushin�
������ In particular crustal consolidation can be con�
sidered an earthquake precursor since for energy to be
accumulated without loss during many small events the
preparation range must be something of a whole 	uni�
�ed
 sort �Lyubushin� ���� ������ Separation of the
signal 	�
 with determination of frequency ranges where
the signi�cant deviations of the statistics ��	�� �
 are
observed 	i�e� determination of the characteristic fre�
quencies of the medium at the observation point
 and
comparison of the time intervals � of the recorded de�
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viations with seismic events appear to be the principle
target of low�frequency monitoring in seismically active
regions� In this way fundamentally new precursors of
earthquakes may be discovered� Study of the ��	�� �

statistics with respect to detection of signal � is of inter�
est also in monitoring aseismic regions where �hidden�
geological activity proceeds 	�quiet� earthquakes creep
reconsolidation processes of small blocks in the Earth�s
crust responses to human industrial activity
�
The function ��	�� �
 is not always characterized by

signi�cant peaks well isolated from background varia�
tions� This may be a consequence of either the low
sensitivity of pickups of the original information or the
unsuccessful selection of measured values� Moreover
regularities of interaction between geological structures
can be manifested by a moderate increase of ��	�� �
 in
the vicinity of a frequency set rather than by an appear�
ance of a strong maximum in the neighborhood of one
frequency� In any case a pattern recognition technique
�Duda and Hart� ����� can be applied when merely vi�
sual analysis of the statistic ��	�� �
 is troublesome� For
this we consider the vector sequence

Z��� � 	z
���
� � � � � � z

���
n 
� z

���
j � ��	�� �j


	��


j � �� � � � � n

where �j is a collection of the characteristic frequencies
satisfying 	�
�
The vector cloud fZ���g thus obtained can be ana�

lyzed either to separate compact groups 	cluster anal�
ysis
 each of which re�ects a certain state of the ob�
servation system or to determine decisively when the
observation system is in the �critical� zone preceding
geological disasters 	earthquake rock shock etc
� The
latter case requires collection of an observation series
including several catastrophes so that the cloud fZ���g
contains both �dangerous� 	before the catastrophe
 and
�safe� or �background� vectors Z��� which makes it con�
ducive to the application of fZ���g learning algorithms
of discriminant analysis �Duda and Hart� ������ In both
cases the separated compact clusters or dangerous and
�safe� ranges of vector locations Z��� will correspond
to some �modes� of the process of consolidation and
deconsolidation of the crust �Lyubushin� ���� ������
Postseismic variations in geophysical �elds are an ad�

ditional source of synchronization of records at various
sites in the monitoring net in seismically active regions
		�
 above
� We note that if the primary information
pickups of the observation system have low sensitivity
	which is expressed in a prolonged �plateau� of con�
stant measured values
 then the signal can be a unique
synchronizing signal since a su�ciently high sensitivity
is required for the signal to be recorded� Nevertheless

the signal can also serve as the source of information
on events leading to future large earthquakes� This is
because we can trace signals corresponding to events
leading to a large earthquake 	for example a regular
increase in sharp deviations from the statistics ��	�� �

in a sequence of events
 based on the intensity of re�
sponses to past small and moderate earthquakes�

Example of Real Data Processing

Synchronous data from a spatial low�frequency geo�
physical monitoring net are still rare at least for the ter�
ritory of the former USSR� The principle di�culties en�
countered in reaching the desired functioning of similar
systems include the requirement of continuous and pro�
longed recording 	from several months to several tens of
years
� long�term stability of pickups related mainly to
atmospheric and meteorologic factors� and the require�
ment of su�cient sensitivity of the pickups 	which as a
rule is contrary to durable stability
� None of the ob�
servation systems known to the author simultaneously
satis�es all of these requirements� As a rule continuous
functioning instruments works only for a small number
of observation points or recorded processes 	one or two

or for a very large sampling interval �t� The other fre�
quent pitfall in durable observation systems is the low
frequency of primary information pickups�
The data used for illustration of the algorithm op�

eration were provided by G� N� Kopylova 	Institute
of Volcanology Petropavlovsk�Kamchatskiy
� These
data refer to a set of boreholes in the Petropavlovsk
geodynamic proving ground where measurements are
currently collected on underground water temperature
output and concentration of chemical substances and
gasing intensity �Kopylova� ������ These data are not
without shortcomings 	e�g� low sensitivity and a large
�t value
 but they also have doubtless advantages in�
cluding a long observation interval 	from ���� to the
present
 �Kopylova� ����� which enables the frequency�
time analysis to be carried out in the low�frequency
range 	on the order of � year��
�
Presented in Figures � � and � are the results of

processing a very small part of the time series from the
Petropavlovsk proving ground 	detailed data processing
with a wide description of the proving ground will be
considered in the next publication
� Figure � represents
the time series of the concentration of Cl� in four bore�
holes� Figure � represents the time series of the concen�
tration of H�SiO� in the same boreholes� and Figure �
represents the ���dimensional time series consisting of
the components water output water temperature and
concentration of the following species� Ar HCO��  CH�
Cl� CO� H�SiO� He and N� in one of the boreholes�
Figures �a �a and �a depict the evolution of the �rst
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Figure ��

eigenvalue of the spectral matrix of the corresponding
time series 	i�e� the dependence ��	�� �

 in the form of
the level lines� Figures �b �b and �b show the same
dependence in the form of three�dimensional surfaces
which allow the scale of variations to be seen quickly�
The length of the samples is ��� readings the record
begins on January � ���� and the sampling interval
�t is � days� The time window length is L � ��� read�
ings 	��� days
 and the shift of adjacent windows is
�L � �� readings 	�� days
 which resulted in �� se�
quential crossing intervals� Before estimating the spec�

Figure ��

tral matrix operations � � and � were made with the
scalar components in each time window� The estimate
of the spectral matrix was computed from 	�
 where the
autoregression order was set p � �� The autoregression
order was selected by way of sorting the values of p from
� to �� comparing the results between them and choos�
ing the minimal value of p at which all the large�scale
features of the ��	�� �
 behavior are evident� The choice
of the order of autoregression is a di�cult to formalize
compromise between stability 	small p
 and sensitivity
	large p
 of the estimate �Marple� ������ The time axis
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Figure ��

corresponds to coordinates of the right�hand termina�
tion of the window which result in �disappearance� of
the �rst L � ��� readings�
Table � gives parameters of seven su�ciently large

earthquakes occurring near the proving ground during
the observation period� The characteristic size of the
proving ground is about �� km and the distance of
hypocenters from the �center� of the proving ground
varies from ��� 	for event �
 to ��� km 	for event �

�Kopylova� ������
On the time axis of Figures �a �a and �a the long

tics indicate the earthquakes listed in Table �� The �rst
earthquake is not plotted since it belongs to the �rst
window but the time axis represents the right�hand ter�
minations of the sliding time windows�

Table ��

No�
of day Magni� Latitude LongitudeDepth

Date from tude degrees degrees km
beginning N� E�
of ����

� �������� ��� ��� ����� ������ ��
� �������� ��� ��� ����� ������ ��
� �������� ���� ��� ����� ������ ��
� �������� ���� ��� ����� ������ ��
� �������� ���� ��� ����� ������ ��
� �������� ���� ��� ����� ������ ���
� �������� ���� ��� ����� ������ ��

Let us consider Figure �� We see here three signi��
cant peaks of the ��	�� �
 function in the low�frequency
range� Comparing them with the times of earthquake
occurrence we conclude that they refer to the signal cor�
responding to synchronization of the postseismic move�
ments after the events � � and �� In addition it should
be noted that the convergence of the level lines to a peak
begins somewhat earlier than the events themselves� ap�
proximately � weeks for events � and � and � month for
event � i�e� we observe a weak signal corresponding to
� above transforming into a signal corresponding to ��
In Figure � we see two signi�cant peaks referring com�

pletely to signals of the type � described above� The �rst
peak is after event � and the second one occurs after
event �� It should be noted that the dominant periods
are about � weeks for the �rst peak and about � month
for the second one� The visual analysis of other vari�
ations of the ��	�� �
 dependence has been hampered
but the use of the pattern recognition techniques in the
given case is not very because of the small number of
estimates for ��	�� �
 	�� values of the � parameter over
intervals with great overlap i�e� the number of indepen�
dent vectors in the set 	��
 is small
�
Figure � represents the most complicated picture of

variations of the function ��	�� �
� We note four peaks
rising above the general background level� These are
symbolized by letters � �� � and � and have dominant
periods of ��� days �� days �� days and � days re�
spectively� It is interesting to note that with time the
peaks migrate to higher frequencies i�e� synchronization
is observed on increasingly shorter�period variations� If
we were to compare these peaks with the seismic regime
then the � � and � maxima can be referred to signals
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of type � 	forerunner synchronization
�  is before event
� � is before events � and � and � is before event ��
The sharp deviation � refers instead to signals of type �
	postseismic synchronization following event �
�

Conclusions

The approach to decoding synchronization records of
di�erent geophysical �elds and�or at di�erent geophys�
ical monitoring sites was proposed earlier �Lyubushin�
����� with emphasis on the frequency bands and time
intervals in which the collective behavior of movements
is observed� In the present work we modify and describe
the implementation of this approach using computers
and relying on parametric estimation algorithms based
on multidimensional autoregression models�
A classi�cation scheme is presented for synchroniza�

tion signal types � � and � with a separated forerunner
signal 	�
� In the case when there are di�culties with
visual analysis of the frequency�time evolution of the
�rst eigenvalue of the spectral matrix we recommend
the application of cluster analysis and learning discrim�
inant analysis 	pattern recognition
�
As an example of the application of the algorithm

to estimation of the maximum eigenvalue of the spec�
tral matrix three multidimensional time series of hy�
drochemical data from Kamchatka were processed� The
frequency�time evolution was compared with the seis�
mic regime and the forerunner 	�
 and postseismic 	�

synchronization signals were decoded�
The computer technique developed for estimating and

visualizing the eigenvalues 	and their functionals
 of the
spectral matrices from a multidimensional time series
obtained using geophysical monitoring systems can be
applied qualitatively to search for new precursors of
earthquakes 	in seismically active regions
 and to in�
vestigate background processes in aseismic regions�
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